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Although carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites
have been used extensively in many aerospace structures
such as Boeing 787 and Airbus 350, low-cost and high-rate
production CFRP are highly demanded for next-generation
single-aisle commercial aircraft. Competition has been
increasing between CFRP and light-weight metals and quality
assurance methods are the key technologies for CFRP to be
used in such applications.
High-fidelity process simulation codes are useful tools for quality
assurance of CFRP structures but needs appropriate in-process
material property data. We have been developing optical fiber
sensor based process monitoring methodology to obtain inprocess material property data which cannot be provided by
conventional material characterization methods. Such data
have been successfully fed into the process simulation code for
better prediction of CFRP structures to avoid many trials and
errors in the development of new CFRP materials for high-rate
production.
This presentation includes the following research items from the
author’s recent papers.
Composite cure simulation scheme fully integrating internal
strain measurement [1]: Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) strain
sensors are embedded in a composite laminate and the two
key parameters for simulation, composite shrinkage strain and
stiffness change during curing, are simultaneously determined
from in-situ measurements by the embedded FBG sensors.
Furthermore, the simulation is validated using internal strain
change during curing.

Process-induced strain and distortion in curved composites [2]:
L-shaped CFRPs are fabricated and the internal strains (outof-plane normal and shear strains) states are monitored during
the fabrication. The deformation changes from shear dominated
to bending dominated as cure proceeds. Thickness effects are
particularly studied to show the advantages of the processinduced strain monitoring.
Cure-induced strain and failure in deltoid of composite T-joints
[3]: Three types of deltoid structures with differently oriented
interlaminar toughened layers are used, and the relationship
between the strain distribution and the failure pattern of the
deltoid are examined. Based on the experimental results,
finite element analysis is conducted and a failure index for the
process-induced failure of deltoids is developed.
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